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Abstract

Aims

To identify the enduring challenges in acute care nursing practice in Australian hospital wards based upon expert consensus.

Background

Healthcare is facing increasing demands that are negatively impacting upon the safety and quality of nursing care.

Design

Delphi Method

Method

A three round electronic Delphi method was used to collect and synthesise expert consensus opinion of 30 participants in Round One and Two of the survey, and 12 participants in Round Three. The study was carried out from July – December 2016. Reporting aligned with the STROBE guidelines.

Results

High patient acuity or complexity, as well as inadequate bedspace on wards, are ‘very high’ risks that occur ‘often’ and ‘very often’ respectively. The pressure to admit patients, delayed medical review and patient boarding are all ‘high’ risks that occur ‘often’. Though only occurring ‘sometimes’, inadequate numbers and skill mix of staff, sub-optimal communication and early or inappropriate discharge all pose a ‘very high’ risk to patient care.
Conclusion

The key priorities for nursing management and researchers should include sustainable system-wide frameworks, processes and models of care that address patient boarding, communication and discharge processes, job satisfaction, staffing numbers and expertise.

Relevance to clinical practice

This study provides a description of the challenges that face acute care nursing in the provision of safe and high-quality care.

What does this paper contribute to the wider global clinical community?

- This study describes the challenges related to patient care and communication throughout the admission and discharge processes, and during the in-patient stay that can negatively impact on the patient safety, as well as the quality and effectiveness of acute nursing care.

- Priorities for nursing practice should include sustainable system wide frameworks, processes and models of care that address the flow on affects (i.e. patient boarding, communication and discharge processes, job satisfaction, staffing numbers and expertise and failure to rescue) of existing and future demands to healthcare systems globally.
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Introduction

Globally, healthcare is facing increasing demands and inpatient admissions (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2017). In Australia, the number of public hospital admissions has been steadily increasing at a rate of 3.0% per year since 2009-10 (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2016), similar to the United Kingdom rise of 33% over a 10-year period (NHS Digital 2017). In the face of these increasing demands and their potential to impact on the quality and completeness of safe nursing care (Jones, Hamilton, & Murry, 2015), we sought to identify the challenges encountered in acute care nursing practice in Australian hospital wards, map these challenges against existing evidence and develop practice priorities based upon expert consensus. For the purposes of this study, a challenge is defined as adversity in clinical practice involving difficulty in delivering quality, patient centred care.

Background

Increasing admissions, overcrowding and a push to reduce length of stay can negatively impact indicators of safety and quality in hospitals, such as unplanned hospital readmissions, adverse events and death in low-mortality Diagnosis Related Groups (Alper, O’Malley, Greenwald, Aronson, & Park, 2015; Kaukonen, Bailey, Suzuki, Pilcher, & Bellomo, 2014). Unplanned hospital patient readmissions are associated with suboptimal quality of hospital care (Hasan et al., 2010), while adverse events have been linked to inadequate systems (de Vries, Ramrattan, Smorenburg, Gouma, & Boermeester, 2008). An adverse event is any unexpected and harmful experience that befalls a patient while being cared for in a healthcare system. It encompasses any emotional, physical acute or chronic harm that results
in disability or death, unexpected transfers, admissions, readmissions or prolonged hospital stay (Baker et al., 2004; James, 2013). Preventable adverse events (PAEs) are the result of human and system limitations that affect between 20-30% of patients in hospital (Classen et al., 2011; Rutberg et al., 2014). The incidence of PAEs may be caused by mistakes or omissions in care, poor communication and diagnostic errors. These human and system failings may be compounded by increasing numbers and diversity of patients, limited staff resources and the complexity of delivering highly technical health care (Zegers et al., 2011). Though the literature surrounding PAEs is extensive, there is limited consensus expert opinion about the challenges facing nurses in ensuring safety and quality of care in hospitals. There is also evidence of significant financial burdens and increasing demands on access to healthcare by patients with a large range of chronic conditions and comorbidities (Sav et al., 2013). This influx has forced healthcare governance, including nursing management, to flex and change models of care to improve quality, safety and efficiency with little amelioration of resources to support these changes (Andreasson, Eriksson, & Dellve, 2016; Asha & Ajami, 2013). For example, to manage increasing demands on Emergency Department (ED) resources, in 2010 the Australian Government introduced the National Emergency Access Target (NEAT) (Baggoley et al., 2011). Similar to the British “4 hour rule”, the NEAT is a performance indicator that requires 90% of all ED episodes of care to be completed within four hours (Baggoley et al., 2011). While prolonged ED stays can be associated with increased patient morbidity and mortality (Richardson, 2006; Sprivilis, Da Silva, Jacobs, Frazer, & Jelinek, 2006), there are concerns that admitting patients to the ward in less than four hours may not only compromise patient safety (Jones & Schimanski, 2010; Mason, Weber, Coster, Freeman, & Locker, 2012; Mortimore & Cooper, 2007), but will exacerbate the demands on acute ward staff workload and availability (Crawford et al., 2014; Lripple & Parish, 2008; Mortimore &
In a broader scheme, the Australian National Safety and Quality Health Service Standards were developed (Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care), as a consistent approach designed to address highly prevalent adverse events such as medication errors, falls and failure to rescue (Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care, 2017).

Despite the commitment to deliver safe quality care and meet national performance indicators, 11% of patients have reported that nurses and doctors did not always spend enough time with them (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2016). Data from a 2009 patient survey also suggests that cost, unacceptable waiting times and lack of available services were the main barriers to accessing services (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009). Similar indicators of substandard patient experiences exist internationally which warrants investigation to identify the contributing factors in acute care nursing (Bleustein et al., 2014; Bowling, Rowe, & McKee, 2013; Care Quality Commission, 2013; Gan, Habib, Miller, White, & Apfelbaum, 2014).

There have been limited attempts since 2001 to: i) identify the enduring challenges to achieving effective, safe and high quality nursing care, and ii) determine research priorities around these challenges for this priority area (Moreno-Casbas, Martín-Arribas, Orts-Cortés, & Comet-Cortés, 2001; Schmidt, Montgomery, Bruene, & Kenney, 1997).

**Aims**

The aims of the research were to identify enduring challenges in acute care nursing practice in Australian hospital wards, map these challenges against existing evidence and develop research priorities based upon expert consensus.
Design

A three-round modified Delphi method (online data collection) was used to develop consensus regarding research priorities for acute care nursing with clinical nurses working at two Australian metropolitan public health services located to the south east of Melbourne, Victoria.

A Delphi method was used in this study, as a method for consensus-building (Crisp, Pelletier, Duffield, Adams, & Nagy, 1997). The Delphi method is an iterative process using a number of surveys, in which researchers seek expert consensus to answer a question (Vernon, 2009). An electronic Delphi (e-Delphi) approach was used as it facilitated participant anonymity, and access to the same participants across multiple hospitals.

Reporting of the study findings from this study align with the STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines (see Supplementary File 1).

Setting

The settings for this study were the acute medical and surgical wards of three public hospitals across two Victorian health services. Both provide services ranging from tertiary referral specialties to general acute medical and surgical care. Further details regarding each study site are at table 1.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Table 1  Demographics for the three study sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Service 1</th>
<th>Hospital A</th>
<th>Beds¹</th>
<th>Annual admissions² (approx.)</th>
<th>Medical surgical wards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heath Service 1</td>
<td>Hospital A</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital B</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>53,000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Service 2</td>
<td>Hospital C</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ethics

Ethical approval was obtained from each health service and Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee prior to data collection.

Sample

A purposive sampling method was used to recruit informed nurses with knowledge about the specific research subject. All registered nurses who worked in charge of medical or surgical acute wards, and responsible for patient management and flow, were considered to possess the knowledge and experience necessary to qualify them as experts in the clinical challenges facing nurses working in acute care hospitals in Victoria. All registered nurses working at either service in acute care wards, that take charge of the ward during a shift, were invited to take part in the study and therefore were included in an ‘expert panel’ for Round One of the Delphi.

Data collection

Emails were sent to the Nurse Unit Managers of each ward, inviting them to share the survey with nurses who worked in charge of each ward. Typically, this would be up to 15 staff per ward. Three rounds of survey were used. Email invitations to participate were distributed by the health care networks independent of the research team and QR coded flyers with links to the survey, survey information and participant eligibility were distributed on wards and general staff areas of the hospitals. Thirty registered nurses (health service 1, n = 21; health service 2, n = 9) were initially recruited and completed Round One of the Delphi process. During Round One, participants were asked to list three things (up to a maximum of five) that make patient management challenging in an acute care ward: during admission; during the
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hospital stay; and on discharge. Each question response in Round One was independently coded by two members of the research team, consensus was reached between the two researchers, and then codes agreed upon by the whole research team. Responses were then collapsed for each question into lists of the challenges associated with each phase of the hospital process.

Round One participants were later invited to participate in Rounds Two and Three to iteratively build consensus expert opinion in keeping with the Delphi methodology (Heiko, 2012). In Round Two, participants were asked to rate i) the frequency which each clinical challenge (survey item) occurred, and ii) the potential risk to the patient on a five-point scale.

In Round Three, participants were given the mean risk and frequency ratings of each survey item from Round Two, and asked to re-rate the risk and frequency with which each item occurred. The risk to patient care Likert type scale was anchored at one end with ‘very low risk’ (1) and at the other end with ‘very high risk’ (5). The frequency of occurrence Likert type scale ranged from ‘very rarely’ (1) to ‘very often’ (5). Free-text responses were also invited where any other items could be reported.

Data analysis

Content analysis was used to identify categories and themes from Round One. Quantitative responses in Round Two were analysed using mode to demonstrate which score was most frequently awarded. Mean and standard deviation (SD) were also used to analyse data and then results were returned to the participants for further refinement (Vernon 2009). Round Three data were also analysed using mode, mean, and standard deviation.

Results

Thirty participants completed the Round One survey. Respondents’ roles included; Nurse Unit Managers (NUM, n = 6), Associate Nurse Unit Managers (ANUM, n = 14), Clinical Nurse
Specialists (CNS, n = 5), Clinical Nurse Consultants (CNC, n = 1) and Registered Nurses (RN, n = 4). The detail of each response, and completeness of responding to each item varied from no response or short phrases, to paragraphs describing the challenges in detail. Thirty participants also responded to Round Two, and 12 participants completed Round Three. Participant attrition (N = 18) occurred despite initial clear information about expected participant time commitments and reminders about final round participation.

In Round One, participants identified challenges in care provision which fit into five broad domains: Patient Care; Communication; On Admission; During Patient Stay; and On Discharge. These challenges are presented under the five broad domains in order from those presenting the greatest risk to patient care and the frequency they occur.

**Patient Care**

Four items were reported as posing a ‘high’ to ‘very high’ risk to patient care. The number and skill mix of staffing, were a ‘very high’ risk which occurred ‘sometimes’. Patient assessment delays related to patient boarding (wherein patients from one specialty unit are admitted to another specialty ward due to limited bed availability) occurred ‘very often’ and ‘often’, respectively (Table 1).

Place Table 1 about here

**Communication**

Suboptimal written and verbal communication were reported to present a ‘high’ risk to patients that occurred ‘sometimes’. Participants indicated that an unclear plan of care was also a ‘high’ risk, but only occurred ‘sometimes’ (Table 2).

Place Table 2 about here
On Admission

There were eight items on admission which were reported to pose a ‘high’ or ‘very high’ risk to patients, two of which were reported to occur ‘often’. These included the pressure to admit patients from the emergency department within four hours of presentation and delays to medical review of patients. Finding additional staff when the acuity of patients in the ward had increased also posed a ‘high’ risk, but only occurred ‘sometimes’ (Table 3).

Place Table 3 about here

During the Patient’s Stay

Challenges which contributed to increased risk during patient stay included inadequate bedscape on the ward for patients which was reported as a ‘high’ risk and occurred ‘very often’, and high patient acuity or complexity, which occurred ‘often’. Other high-risk items identified were cancellation of surgery or lengthy delays, which occurred ‘often’, and failure to recognise or escalate care appropriately, which was reported to occur ‘rarely’ (Table 4).

Place Table 4 about here

On Discharge

The primary ‘high’ risks reported by participants related to discharge, were incomplete discharge summaries that occurred ‘very often’, inadequate or incohesive discharge planning which occurred ‘sometimes’ and the early or inappropriate discharge of patients due to insufficient bed availability, occurred ‘rarely’. Other challenges related to discharge were reported to occur ‘very often’ included delays in receiving discharge medication but were perceived as a ‘moderate’ risk (Table 5).

Place Table 5 about here
Discussion

The challenges facing acute care practice extend across the patients’ progression from initial hospital admission, during admission, to patient discharge. The risk and frequency of these challenges range from those which are low risk and occur infrequently to those which pose a significant risk to the safety and quality of patient care and occur frequently (see figure 1).

There was strong agreement that inadequate staffing numbers, range and types of staff expertise (skill mix) were considered a high risk. Despite the frequency of the risk, it has been shown elsewhere that nurses will leave the profession for a number of reasons that align with the concerns identified in our study (Cunich & Whelan, 2010; Doiron, Hall, & Jones, 2008; Thomas, Chaperon, & Federation, 2013). Parker, Giles, and Higgins (2009) reported a range of first-hand reasons why nurses felt dissatisfied with their role and considered leaving. These included, but were not limited to, a lack of time to develop relationships with patients and colleagues, their own perception of being ineffective and trying to keep up with change.

When deficits are identified around nurse numbers and skill mix the issue is not so much about the frequency of risk but, given its potential for harm, the obligation is to further investigate mitigating strategies to strengthen and support dynamic and flexible staffing architecture, staff satisfaction and retention (Parker et al., 2009).

The expert panel identified the issue of ‘patient boarding’ as both a high risk and one which happened very frequently. Patient boarding is when, due to limited bed availability, patients from a specialty unit are admitted to a different ward that may be unfamiliar and/or under-resourced to deliver the specialised care required for the patient’s individual needs. Again, this has been reported elsewhere (Parker et al., 2009) and is closely linked with attempts to manage increasing admissions and demands (Bornemann-Shepherd et al., 2015; Healy-
Rodriguez et al., 2014). The impact of boarding upon the care of the patient includes delayed investigations, prolonged length of stay, PAE and suboptimal communication with and about the patient (Puvaneswaralingam & Ross, 2016). Respondents in Round One of this study indicated that delays were experienced during the process of care due to “the timeframe in getting a patient reviewed by a doctor, particularly [boarders]” (participant 12B), and because boarding patients “were not a priority... and therefore, not seen till late in day” (participant 13A). As such, the research questions around patient boarding should not only address the broader mitigation of the practice, but also address adaptation that translates to safety strategies for patients who are separated from their home treating team.

Though the expert panel in this study identified the impact of poor communication as high risk, the issues of patient complexity, acuity and delayed in-patient reviews were problematic as they occurred often and posed a high risk to the patient. These and other effects, such as impact upon patient safety, also correlate with the strategies (e.g. boarding) for dealing with overcrowding and growing demands for access to hospital resources (Sri-On et al., 2014; Viccellio, Santora, Singer, Thode, & Henry, 2009). Projected increases in population growth, urbanisation, an aging population; as well as an epidemiological transition from communicable to an increased burden of non-communicable diseases indicate that demands upon Australian hospitals will increase in the future (Armstrong, Gillespie, Leeder, Rubin, & Russell, 2007; Commonwealth of Australia, 2010). Therefore, as we adjust to these increasing burdens, nursing is in the requisite position to better understand the challenges and further develop evidence-based practices for managing the flow on effects that are listed in this study.

Despite the evidence that prolonged ED stays can be associated with increased patient morbidity and mortality (Richardson, 2006; Sprivulis et al., 2006), there remains concern that
admitting patients to the ward in less than four hours may compromise patient safety and create increased workloads for acute ward staff (Crawford et al., 2014). The expert panel from this study similarly reported the pressure to admit patients from the ED within four hours was a high risk to patient care that occurred often, impacted on the quality of handover “...leading to important information being missed” (participant 27B), as well as the effectiveness of communicating admission goals and care priorities. This was indicated by participants in Round One who acknowledged that admissions via the ED often have “no clear plan of management” (participant 13B) because patients were “not officially admitted by Med Reg” (participant 3A). Unpredictable patient admission rates and care needs also posed a challenge to flexing up staffing levels as bed occupancy and patient acuity increased. Dynamic changes in ward case-mix and occupancy such as these have been associated with failure to recognise and escalate the care of patients with physiological signs of deterioration (Park, Blegen, Spetz, Chapman, & De Groot, 2012) and though identified as occurring rarely, ‘failure to rescue’ was considered to pose a very high risk to patient safety. This is consistent with overwhelming evidence that 15.8% of physiological deterioration is missed and 11.8% of patients who require escalation of their care, due to physiological deterioration, are mismanaged (Jacques, Harrison, McLaws, & Kilborn, 2006). While the panel’s expert consensus about the frequency of this high-risk issue may or may not be accurate, further research is indicated in this domain of the ‘National Standards’ (Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care 2017). There is likely no ideal time-frame for moving a patient requiring acute admission out of ED however, failing to adequately address ED overcrowding and reducing patient access to emergency care is clearly an inadequate and unsafe response to an inexorable problem. It is
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therefore, incumbent upon nurse managers and researchers to develop and evaluate system approaches for managing the demand, addressing bottlenecks to flow as well as the volume, acuity and complexity of current and future patient populations.

The expert panel described a number of other high-risk occurrences that impacted upon the timely discharge of patients on a frequent basis. These occurrences included delays to receiving discharge medication or incomplete discharge summaries, whereas the inappropriate or “too early” discharge of a patient was an infrequent but high risk. The level of risk described is consistent with the literature, however the frequency of inappropriate/too early discharge was inconsistent with that which has been described elsewhere (Alper, O’Malley, Greenwald, Aronson, & Park, 2015; Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2016; Jencks, Williams, & Coleman, 2009). Regardless of frequency, the challenge of inappropriate/too early discharge presents an opportunity to potentially innovate the discharge process and represents an area requiring further research to mitigate or eliminate this challenge.

Limitations

There are a number of limitations to the research. Firstly, the research method’s predisposition to participant attrition from round to round. This study initially recruited 30 participants to Round One which decreased to 12 participants by Round Three. However, participant attrition through progressive rounds is an inherent characteristic of the Delphi methodology and there is no agreement on the ideal sample size for a Delphi designed study (Williams & Webb, 1994). Secondly, inadequate description of what constitutes an expert can be associated with Delphi technique. In this research, the experts were clinical nurses working in the setting, and were therefore, deemed to be able to provide insights and experiences to address the research aim. The use of an iterative process within the research team during
data analysis decreased objectivity. Finally, results using the Delphi technique only present an expert opinion and do not provide a definitive answer to the research question (Powell 2003).

There is also a risk that the collective expert agreement is overly specific to an Australian context. We are satisfied that the panel’s consensus opinion was suitably aligned with the broader international literature, and as such, reaffirms the value of the study to a wider setting. Self-selection bias may have influenced the findings. This occurs when those who elected to participate may not have the same characteristics or interpretations as those who chose not to participant. Finally, there is an important perspective that is missing from this manuscript. A more robust conclusion could be drawn if the design included an expert panel of patient representatives to identify the patient’s experience of the issues impacting safety and quality to acute patient care.

Conclusion

This study identified a number of challenges that face acute care nursing and aligned the existing evidence that relates these challenges to in-patient safety and the quality of care received. There are fundamental challenges and key patient care priorities that have been revealed during the consensus-building process. Namely, there are significant issues related to patient care and communication throughout the admission and discharge processes, and during the in-patient stay that can negatively impact on the safety, quality and effectiveness of acute nursing care. No doubt, the issues identified would ideally benefit from global evidence based healthcare policy reform (Ham & Murray, 2015). However, in lieu of this, nursing management and research collaborators must hold a pragmatic disposition that accepts current and anticipated economic reality and resource availability (Buchan, Twigg, Dussault, Duffield, & Stone, 2015; Jones & Sherwood, 2014).
It was beyond the scope of this research to determine solutions to the identified issues, instead we suggest that nursing management and researchers develop an appetite for, and prioritise, the collaborative design and validation of strategies that will pragmatically address these enduring challenges. These should include sustainable system wide frameworks, processes and models of care that address the flow-on affects (i.e. patient boarding, communication and discharge processes, job satisfaction, staffing numbers and expertise and failure to rescue) of existing and future demands to the healthcare system. Principally, these priorities must translate to the sustained proliferation of evidence based, efficient and safe high-quality nursing care.

Relevance to clinical practice

This study provides healthcare administrators, nurse managers, researchers and policy makers with a description of the key challenges that face acute care nursing in the provision of safe and high-quality patient care. Our findings are reported in a way that clearly identifies these challenges, the level of risk posed to acute ward patients, and the frequency with which these risks occur. Therefore, the outcomes from this study can be used to prioritise, implement and evaluate acute care nursing practice and policy that enables sustainable system wide frameworks, processes and models of care which address the enduring and future demands to healthcare systems globally.
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